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Address Villa Precision International LLC, 
VPI 
3027 West Indian School Road 
Phoenix, AZ

Country USA

State Arizona

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
In 1974 VPI developed the world’s first specialized glass scriber for LCD Industry. Since then VPI has introduced high production, high precision, flat
glass scribing and breaking to the rapidly expanding Precision Glass Scribing Industry. Today, VPI Equipment delivers unparalleled quality and
production performance to customers in twenty-nine (29) countries throughout the world.

VPI Precision Glass Scribing Technology provides after break dimensional tolerances of such quality and consistency, that grinding is either eliminated
or reduced as much as 75%. Given that grinding accounts for 30-50% of overall costs, a 25-75% reduction delivers a 7.5 to 37.5% decrease in costs,
which transfers directly to the bottom line.
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A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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